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Editor’s Message
Don’t let it pass you by! Summer is in full swing and it seems to be coming at everyone very fast.
Recently I was talking with my wife Amy and we got to discussing the upcoming calendar for both
of us in regards to both work and personal obligations. After just a couple of minutes we looked at
each other with bewilderment as we finally found some potential relief from the busy schedules October! Now, this is certainly making the year go by very fast but I am going to make a goal and
try to sneak in a couple more barbeques or two before summer passes me by.
And with summer brings us ever closer to the NWAFS meeting in Vancouver. There will be a lot
going on and this will be another great opportunity to learn something new, meet some new friends
and take the time to reconnect with past acquaintances. It’s not to late, nor to early, to make your
plans.
I certainly hope that you enjoy this volume of Crime Scene as there is some very good information
from our librarian, a technical article from a special research topic, a book review and an interesting
event that I got to observe for myself. Remember, even the smallest things that you encounter on
the bench could benefit others - don’t be afraid to share!
Enjoy your summer and I look forward to seeing you in Vancouver!

Thank you!

Jeff Jagmin
About the Newsletter...
Crime Scene is the official publication of the Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists. It is published 4 times a year
in the months of January, April, July, and October. The Newsletter welcomes submissions from its membership such as
technical tips, case studies, literature compilations, workshop or training notifications, reference citations, commentary,
historical accounts, and other topics of interest to the membership. The views expressed in articles contained in this publication do not necessarily represent the views of the Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists. The Association
neither guarantees, warrants, nor endorses these views or techniques but offers these articles as information to the membership.
Please submit material for publication in Microsoft Word for Windows format as an e-mail attachment or on compact
disk (CD). All technical material will be subject to peer review by NWAFS members. Requests for permission of any
material contained in this newsletter may be addressed to the editor. Requests, or questions, of technical submissions
will be directed to the originating author. For more information regarding the Newsletter contact:
Jeff Jagmin (editor)
Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
Jeff.Jagmin@wsp.wa.gov or editor@nwafs.org
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Summer 2013
During the past few weeks as legislative sessions have wrapped up their work I have
been constantly reminded of the pressures that we have and continue to face as scientists.
Specifically, we are constantly asked to do more with less. Over the past few years it has
been less time, less people, and less money to put out the same, if not more, casework
than the time before. This is not only for those working in government facilities but also
for those who are on the private side as the “Great Recession” has hit everyone in this
country.
But this is not a “woe is me” rant; this is more of a “look how great we have done with
our reduced resources over the past few years”. Many of you have made the sacrifice to
attend training on your own dollar. Many of you on the private side who do research and
training always do it on your own dollar. I know most members of our Board of Directors work tirelessly on their own time to make sure this Association is running properly.
I know many have felt they’ve been in a mode of constant catch-up and hopefully they
will see some relief from that soon.
As our communities recover from the economic downturn, we all have an opportunity to
really push forward with our futures. It is time to look beyond these setbacks and move
on with renewed vigor. Become re-energized with the fact that it is time to reduce our
worry about outside influences on our jobs so that we can re-focus on the science. Hopefully soon, the halls of your workplace will be filled with discussions on Uncertainty of
Measurement rather than the uncertainty that comes with furlough days and budgets.
Ok, well maybe not so many discussions on measurement uncertainty.
Either way, request some training in the next quarter. Maybe perhaps, attend your local
Northwest Association Annual Training Conference being held at the Hilton in Vancouver, WA, September 16-20, 2013. There will be many interesting workshops covering
all disciplines. Perform some research and present it at the meeting. Remember, even
the smallest amount of research that you do can help the rest of us and add to the science
as a whole.
Chris Hamburg, NWAFS President
Chris.Hamburg@state.or.us
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Asked & Answered

Search tips from a forensic library
Jeff Teitelbaum, MLIS | Forensic Library Services
Washington State Patrol / Seattle Washington

Designer Drug Publications
The proliferation of designer drugs is challenging the resources of crime labs
throughout the world. Whether dealing with synthetic cannabinoids, bath
salts, synthetic cathinones, etc., identifying and corroborating these substances
can be a difficult task. Until relatively recently, topical literature and/or online
databases relating to designer drugs have been in relatively short supply, but it
an expensive proposition to subscribe to any of the various commercial designer drug databases or to purchase journal articles. Fortunately, there are
several organizations, such as SWGDRUG and the Southern Association of Forensic Scientists, which have made a substantial amount of information available, in the forms of online databases and monographs, at no cost.
There is also another source of authoritative information in the form of reports
issued by government law enforcement agencies and world drug organizations.
These documents are available at no cost and are almost always free of any
copyright restrictions. From specific drugs to overall world trends to statistics
related to emergency department visits, these reports offer a wealth of information that is available on-demand and at no cost. Please find below a listing
of these reports, all hyperlinked for immediate downloading.
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3,4-Methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV)
(Street Names: “bath salts,” “Ivory Wave,” “plant fertilizer,” “Vanilla Sky,” “Energy
-1”)
Drug Enforcement Administration; Office of Diversion Control
Drug & Chemical Evaluation Section; May 2013
Bath Salts or Designer Cathinones (Synthetic Stimulants)
Drug Fact Sheet
Drug Enforcement Administration
Drug Fact Sheet
Drug Enforcement Administration; Department of Justice
Drugs of Abuse
U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration; 2011
Emerging 2C-Phenethylamines, Piperazines, and Tryptamines in NFLIS, 2006-2011
National Forensic Laboratory Information System
U.S. Department of Justice; Drug Enforcement Administration; Office of Diversion
Control
Synthetic Cannabinoids and Synthetic Cathinones Reported in NFLIS, 2009-2010
National Forensic Laboratory Information System
U.S. Department of Justice; Drug Enforcement Administration; Office of Diversion
Control
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Acute Kidney Injury Associated with Synthetic Cannabinoid Use — Multiple States,
2012
Centers for Disease Control Prevention; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Morbidity Mortality Weekly Report; Vol. 62 / No. 6 February 15, 2013
Emergency Department Visits After Use of a Drug Sold as “Bath Salts” — Michigan,
November 13, 2010–March 31, 2011
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report; 60; May 18, 2011

EMCDDA-Europol Joint Report on a new psychoactive substance: 4methylamphetamine
EMCDDA; November 2012
EMCDDA–Europol Joint Report on a new psychoactive substance: 5-(2aminopropyl)indole
EMCDDA, Lisbon, February 2013
European Drug Report 2013: Trends and developments
EMCDDA, Lisbon, May 2013
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Background, Data and Analysis of Synthetic Cathinones: Mephedrone (4-MMC),
Methylone (MDMC) and 3,4-Methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV)
Office of Diversion Control, Drug and Chemical Evaluation Section; August 2011

The challenge of new psychoactive substances
Global SMART Programme
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; 2013
Global Smart Update 2013
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; 2013
Recommended methods for the identification and analysis of Piperazines in Seized
Materials - for use by national drug analysis laboratories
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; 2013
Recommended Methods for the Identification and Analysis of Synthetic Cannabinoid Receptor Agonists in Seized Materials
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; 2013
Synthetic cannabinoids in herbal products
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; 2012
World Drug Report
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime; 2013
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Drug-Related Emergency Department Visits Involving Synthetic Cannabinoids
SAMHSA Drug Abuse Warning Network
The DAWN Report; December 4; 2012
Highlights of the 2011 Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) Findings on DrugRelated Emergency Department Visits
Drug Abuse Warning Network
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration; 2013

National Synthetic Drugs Action Plan
The Federal Government Response to the Production, Trafficking, and Abuse of Synthetic Drugs and Diverted Pharmaceutical Products
Office of National Drug Control Policy; 2004

Pharmacology and Toxicology of Amphetamine and Related Designer Drugs
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Monograph Series; 94; 1989
Synthetic Cathinones (“Bath Salts”)
Drug Facts
National Institute on Drug Abuse; November 2012
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Precursors and chemicals frequently used in the illicit manufacture of narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances.
International Narcotics Control Board; 2012
Psychotropic Substances
International Narcotics Control Board; 2012

Synthetic Cathinones (Bath Salts): An Emerging Domestic Threat
U.S. Department of Justice
National Drug Intelligence Center; July 2011

Synthetic Drugs: Overview and Issues for Congress
Lisa N. Sacco, Kristin M. Finklea
Congressional Research Service; 2011

Jeff Teitelbaum
July 15, 2013
To subscribe to my email alerts on forensic-related material, send a note to
Jeff.Teitelbaum@wsp.wa.gov
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Technical Article

Temperature of Fired Cartridge Cases
Matthew Noedel, Noedel Scientific-Puyallup, WA
James Krylo, Las Vegas Metro Police Crime Laboratory-Las Vegas, NV
Robert Thompson, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Gaithersburg, MD
Pat Lippiello, Tucson Police Crime Laboratory, Tucson, AZ

Key Words: Cartridge Case, Crime Scene Reconstruction, Ejection, Temperature
Abstract
The Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists offered a research based workshop that
involved the examination of the surface temperature of ejected semiautomatic cartridge
cases. A variety of calibers and designs of cartridges were test fired and the fired cartridge
cases captured. Attempts were made to record the surface temperature of the fired cartridge
cases immediately after ejection to better understand the characteristics surrounding an expended cartridge case burning a person who is struck by the fired case.
Introduction
A recent case examined by one of the authors involved determining whether a wound on the
neck of a witness (believed to be adjacent to a shooting event) could have been caused by a
hot cartridge case ejecting onto his neck. The witness claimed to have been struck by a fired
bullet rather than a cartridge case which would change his relative location from adjacent to
the shooter to across from the shooter. This aspect was an element of the reconstruction that
was needed to help support or refute the witness statement.
A semiautomatic firearm is designed to extract and eject fired cartridge cases from the
chamber of the firearm as quickly as possible so a new cartridge can be introduced. During
the discharge process, the burning gunpowder and associated gasses can reach temperatures
as high as 5000 oF [1]. The inside of the cartridge case is in direct contact with the rapidly
burning powder and gasses. This interaction however typically lasts only as long as it takes
the firearm to cycle (thousandths of a second). Upon extraction and ejection, any heat that is
transferred to the cartridge case during the discharge process can be carried by the cartridge
case to adjacent objects and if hot enough, can burn those objects. This phenomenon has
been experienced by many shooters who inadvertently trap a recently fired cartridge case
into clothing or against exposed skin.
This technical article has successfully undergone the NWAFS peer review process
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Materials
Firearms
Chinese Type 56 SKS 7.62 x 39 mm semiautomatic rifle
Para Ordnance 45 Auto semiautomatic pistol
Ammunition
45 Auto-PMC Bronze-230 grain full metal jacket (brass case, brass primer)
7.62 x 39mm- Herters 122 grain HP (plated steel case, steel primer)
Other
One generic nylon fishing net (Sportsman Warehouse)
One “Multi-Thermometer” stick thermometer (+572oF max)
One Raynger ST Pro Brand Noncontact Thermometer
Procedure
The different calibers of cartridges were loaded into appropriate firearms, test fired and the
fired cartridge case captured in a net within inches of the ejection port (see figure 1). Once
captured, the surface temperature of the ejected cartridge case was immediately measured by
contacting a thermometer directly to exterior of the case or by using a noncontact thermometer gun to measure the temperature of the case in the net (see figure 2).

Figure 1: A semiautomatic rifle was loaded and the ejection port aligned near the fishing net. Upon discharge, the ejected cartridge case was captured into the net and immediately brought to the thermometers for temperature measurement.
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Figure 2: Left - Measuring the surface temperature using a stick contact thermometer;
Right - Measuring the temperature with a noncontact temperature gun

Results
Upon discharge, the ejected cartridge case was captured into the net and stabilized onto a
platform for the temperature to be measured. This process took less than 3 seconds to complete but the cartridge case was rapidly cooling as the temperature reading was equilibrating and we realized that the thermometer readings (from both the stick and the temperature
gun) were not instantaneous, thus not truly representative of immediate ejection. Both thermometers provided similar results, but the readings could be seen to slowly rise over time,
level off, and then decrease. Table 1 outlines some of the single measured surface temperatures (from the stick thermometer) for various individual shots delivered and captured.
(Note-for the 40 caliber pistol, a set of 20 shots was delivered in rapid succession and only
the 20th was captured to determine if an accumulation of heat could be recorded).

First Shot
7.62 x 39

o

120 F
o

40 S&W
Case removed from
boiling water (206 oF)

20th Shot

Immediate Read

---

---

o

92 F

91 F

---

---

---

136 oF

Table 1: Surface temperature (oF) of various individual fired cartridge cases (n=1).
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While the exterior of the fired cartridge cases felt warm to the touch, the absolute measured temperatures seemed far too low to represent the anticipated temperatures within the
chamber of the firearm. After approximately 10 attempts to capture data in this manner
(with many failed or questionable readings), we designed a way to examine our temperature capture process to determine if it was reliable.
To validate that the thermometers were operating correctly, we prepared a beaker of boiling water to serve as a hot reference control. At the elevation where the testing was being
conducted (approximately 3200 feet above sea level), water boils at approximately 206 degrees Fahrenheit. The stick thermometer was immersed in the water and correctly read 206
degrees; however, this reading took some time to achieve as the thermometer had a slow
response time to equilibrate to this temperature.
Next, fired cartridge cases were immersed into the boiling water and allowed to equilibrate. They were removed and immediately transferred to a platform where the temperature measured. In the time between removing the cartridge case from the boiling water and
placing on the measuring platform (estimated 2 seconds or less) the temperature had already dropped over 50 degrees F. This rapid cooling was consistent with the cooling experienced on the actual fired cartridge cases. Heat transferred to the cartridge cases cools
very quickly upon exposure to the air. The rapid cooling rate of test cartridge cases combined with the slow thermometer response time resulted in inconsistent and generally nonreproducible surface temperature measurements.
Discussion
One finding from this research was that it was difficult to accurately measure the surface
temperature of fired cartridge cases with a slow response thermometer. Gashi et al. [2]
solved this problem by using a thermal imaging camera. Using this technique, they reported surfaced temperatures of 9mm Luger cartridge cases to be on the order of 136 degrees F (immediately upon ejection). Although chamber temperatures can reach thousands
of degrees Fahrenheit at the time of discharge, the interaction of the heat with the cartridge
case is of very short duration. This combined with the rapid cooling apparent as the cartridge case flies through the air results in a relatively low surface temperatures of fired cartridge cases (that is well below the chamber temperatures). This prompts the question then:
“Why do shooters commonly report getting burned by hot cartridge cases?”
One reason is that the sensation of “burning” is relative and can be influenced by the sensitivity of the area contacted by heat as well as the duration of the direct contact [3]. A cartridge case “trapped” against a sensitive area will likely produce a reaction by the person
so exposed. However a cartridge case with the same flight path that simply hits and
bounces off the same sensitive area will not likely result in the victim feeling “burned”. In
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the actual case example that prompted this examination, the individual had a healing scab
at the alleged single ejected cartridge case impact site—a result that is not consistent with
the observations from this testing.
Conclusions
The absolute temperature of fired cartridge cases from semiautomatic firearms was not accurately or reproducibly captured using this experimental design. Thermometers that can
read temperature instantly would be helpful as cooling of the expended cartridge cases occurs very quickly.
The sensitivity of the area contacted and the duration of contact are key factors in determining if a fired cartridge case can burn a by-stander. It is unlikely; however, that even
sustained contact with a fired cartridge case could cause severe localized burns.
References
[1]
Klingenberg, Gunter; Heimeri, Joseph “Gun Muzzle Blast and Flash” Volume 139
Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics. American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Inc. Washington D.C. (1992)
[2]

Gashi, B. et al., “Measurement of 9 mm Cartridge Case External Temperatures and
its Forensic Application” Forensic Science International (2010)
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The impressions we make…
Jeff Jagmin -Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
The image below is a reproduction of an event that I personally observed but is still
very accurate. Although not a case, this event once again reinforced to me that as
forensic scientists we have to be very careful in our interpretations.

In looking at the impressions in the image one could come to the accurate conclusion that three different impressions are present. Starting at the bottom right there
appears to be an impression - probably of a left outsole. Continuing up and to the
left there is another impression perpendicular to the first - probably of a right outsole
but different from the first. And the third impression is probably of a right foot. It
could be probable to say that there were three different “feet” present at the scene
with two of the impressions created by some type of outsoles. In addition, the outsoles appear to be different from each other, and not just in footedness (left and
right).
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Below are the now-interesting Nike sandals which were involved in this event.
They are a travel, sport sandal, where the soles interlock to keep the shoes together
in your travel bag. About how this event actually transpired follows.

With the weather starting to heat up and wishing to keep our daughter cool, my wife
Amy and I bought her a very inexpensive plastic pool to play in. With this we also
got to dip our feet to try and keep cool. Amy’s feet were very wet with being in the
pool that afternoon. We then went to get something out of the garden and upon returning had to go up the stairs onto the deck. With this, the quite interesting event
occurred!
Upon going up the last step her sandal and toe hit the stair tread causing her to utter some colorful language and be in quite a bit of pain. It also caused her sandal to
fall off in an awkward orientation and her bare foot to come to rest on the deck so
that she wouldn’t fall over. Although I had sympathy for her and her pain I could not
help but smile and admire at what she just created.
It was immediate to me that this simple event provided me another forensic opportunity. I would have never guessed that this series of impressions would be presented to me nor could I have guessed that I would actually observe them being
created. If I had this image as evidence I think that I would provide just the details
without any additional information. This just showed me that even in our daily lives
we experience dynamic events - for crime scene events “we may just never know”.
Details of the sandal outsoles are on the following pages.
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An image of the outsoles of the Nike sandals is below. Specific details such as logos and size information are annotated.
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Exemplar impressions of each outsole was created using a Printkits inkless pad and
sensitized paper.
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Exemplar prints of each sandal outsole was created using water on a wood substrate.
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BOOK REVIEW
Math on Trial: How Numbers get Used and Abused in the Courtroom
Leila Schneps and Coralie Colmez
ISBN-13: 978046503292
Reviewed by
Jeremy Sanderson, Forensic Scientist
Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory - Tacoma

I have to admit I am one of those people who
have had a bit of interest in statistics ever
since my introduction in college and this
book seemed like it might be right about at
my level.

The book is relatively short at about 236
pages (not including the credits and index).
It is not a manual of any kind to be referenced to determine how to perform a statistical test. It is simply a review of how nine
different trial cases were misrepresented in
court by some very unlikely probabilities. I
think the authors did a good job in giving you
enough of a background to illustrate exactly
why the numbers presented in court were
mistaken. I was glad though to find that
more time was spent recounting the details of
the cases presented and it was actually pretty
light on the math.

The opinions expressed in this review are solely those of the author and are not those of
the NWAFS nor the Washington State Patrol.
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The way the authors accomplished the task of instructing in statistics and still giving you
plenty of the trial story was to have an introduction before each case discussion where they
illustrate the error that was made. The headings of these intros go something like “Math
Error Number 1: Multiplying Non-Independent Probabilities…” So they’d spell it out in
black and white for those of us less quick on the uptake. This was an error, and this is why.
In these sections, they give simplified examples, often including relatable events like tossing coins, rolling dice, chances of same birthdays, etc. Then you get into the trial story and
can feel smart and say to yourself, “yeah, they shouldn’t have done that,” because you have
just read the explanation a few pages back as to why that was a mistake.
I found myself wishing that more of the cases described were more current. It would be
nice to think that we are smarter (or at least better trained) and not making the same mistakes nowadays, but the authors could have a sequel come out in a few years which picks
apart probabilities presented in today’s trials. Let’s just hope if that’s the case that their examples then come from civil cases. The most contemporary case was interesting to read
about as it covered the Amanda Knox trial (someone of local notoriety). For the spoiler
alert, the math error related to this story was titled “Double Experiment”. The next most
recent case dealt with a DNA CODIS hit in 2003 for a cold case from1972 (math error: “the
birthday problem”). The other cases that were discussed happened in 2001, 1986, two in the
1960s, one from the 1920s and the final two case studies were from the end of the 1800s
(not exactly contemporary).
I suppose if there is an intended audience for this book, it would probably be judges, attorneys and people closely involved with the judicial system. Maybe it would be good for
those “puzzle people”. They could always read the math error title, then the trial story, and
then try to guess what the authors found to pick apart. It was written in a simple enough
manner that it is a perfectly fine read for the layperson and anyone who likes to read about
case stories would be entertained by the case details the authors offer. They even have footnotes in places that give further details about events or individuals that were peripheral to
the trial cases. For example, in the case involving Amanda Knox, one footnote quotes from
a book written by Knox’s lover and alleged accomplice which gives his explanation of how
the victim’s (Meredith Kercher) blood came to be on the knife in question. Overall, Math
on Trial was a light enough read, and again I am thankful that the examples given in the intro sections were simple and got the points across. It reads like a typical non-fiction book.
There’s no getting “sucked in” to the story where you just have to read the next chapter and
I did find it to aid in nodding off during a couple of sleepless nights. While I am not going
to rush out to buy this book to keep forever and ever, I am glad our division librarian could
send it my way.
Respectively,
Jerry Sanderson
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA

SAVE THE DATE!

Vancouver Hilton Hotel
301 West 6th Street
www.hilton.com/Vancouver
360-993-4500

The Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists’ annual training
conference will be taking place on the banks of the mighty Columbia
River.
Our meeting consists of an opportunity to participate in a special research topic, take the ABC certification test, technical workshops and scientific presentations.
Please continue to check our NWAFS website for up to the minute information. A bit about each of these topics follows.
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA

SPECIAL RESEARCH TOPICS
These are focused, one-day projects that conduct baseline research on a selected forensic question. The observations and data generated will then be presented during the
general session at the end of the week and formally published (after peer review) in the
NWAFS Crime Scene newsletter. Each member of the work group will be under the direction of a mentor and will contribute to setting up, recording and preparing the research
for presentation/publication.
An Examination of Bullet Impacts to Concrete Surfaces
Mentor: Matthew Noedel, Noedel Scientific
This workshop will examine the appearance and properties of concrete that has been impacted by fired bullets. Multiple calibers will be test fired at a number of different angles
and the impact sites photographed and evaluated to determine what (if anything) can be
reconstructed from impacts to concrete. Copper and Lead testing of the impact sites will
be conducted and samples of the fired bullets will be collected for visual and microscopic
examination.
An Investigation of enhancing blood impressions preserved with tape
Mentor: Jeff Jagmin, Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
This workshop will look at bloody impressions and the Locard Exchange Principle.
Bloody impression will be created onto different substrates and after drying will be preserved with clear packaging tape. The tape will be removed and the bloody impressions
on the substrate will be enhanced using lueco crystal violet and/or amido black. The removed tape will also be enhanced using leuco crystal violet and/or amido black. The enhanced impression and tape will be compared to see if any additional detail can be seen
and to determine if preserving bloody impressions using clear tape may be a technique
worth considering.
Use of Presumptive Color Tests on Substituted Cathinones and 2C Compounds
Mentor: Heather Campbell, Idaho State Police Crime Laboratory
Several color tests will be conducted and recorded on substituted cathinone and 2C standards. This workshop will be held at the Oregon State Police Portland Metro Forensic
Laboratory in Clackamas, OR. Travel will be arranged from the hotel.
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA

CALL FOR PAPERS/PRESENTERS
The NWAFS 2013 general meeting technical session will be held on Thursday and
Friday, September 19-20, 2013 and the call for papers is now open! Submissions of proposed presentations must be received by August 30, 2013. Each
presenter will be allotted 20 minutes; however, special arrangements can be made
if additional time is requested in advance.
Please remember that the NWAFS organization is actively trying to further encourage and promote member involvement at our annual meetings and we have created a NWAFS instructor/presenter compensation package. So, this means that if
your presentation is accepted you will receive some sort of compensation to be
decided upon the Seminar Planning Committee. There is no reason to not get involved!
If you wish to submit a proposal for a presentation, please fill out the following information and submit to Jeff Jagmin at jeff.jagmin@wsp.wa.gov
Presenting Author:
Agency/Affiliation:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
Title of Presentation:
Abstract:

If you have any questions about the process, the meeting or presenting
please contact:
Jeff Jagmin
Jeff.jagmin@wsp.wa.gov
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NWAFS 41st Annual Training Conference
September 15-20, 2013
Vancouver, WA

ABC CERTIFICATION TEST
The NWAFS will be providing the opportunity to take the American Board of Criminalistics (ABC) certification tests. Certification is a mechanism by which you can
demonstrate your qualifications and professionalism in the areas in which you work
and testify. In the not to distant future, it is likely that certification will be required for
every forensic discipline, crime scene or evidence evaluation conducted. Take this
opportunity to become certified and recognized as being among the leading forensic
practitioners in these fields.

NWAFS will simply be the venue for the exams (providing the work space and proctors). To qualify for these certifications you must apply through ABC and pass their
requirements to be allowed to take their test. Additional information and fees associated with these tests can be reviewed at the following web site:

http://www.criminalistics.com/WebPages.cfm?action=viewCat&BIZ_UNL_id=3784

If you have additional questions please contact Chris Hamburg at
chris.hamburg@state.or.us
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TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS
LABORATORY LEAN SIX SIGMA: A RECIPE FOR DRAMATIC EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY
IMPROVEMENTS
Tim Kupferschmid - Sorenson Forensics
This workshop will introduce participants to the concepts of Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma
quality improvement. Briefly, Lean Manufacturing is a management and organization process
where resources used for any purpose other than the creation of value for the end customer is
wasteful and thus a target for elimination. A Lean Laboratory is one which is focused on testing
samples to deliver results in the most efficient way in terms of cost, quality and speed. Six Sigma
seeks to improve the quality work by identifying and removing the causes of errors and variability in
processes. Essentially, lean is the elimination of the “unnecessary” waste and six sigma is improving the “necessary” parts of the process.
This workshop will present ideas and theory behind Lean Six Sigma (LSS) and highlight case studies on how these methods can be introduced into your crime laboratory. Lean Six Sigma methods
can be applied to all aspects of a crime laboratory, for example evidence receiving, the procurement process, latent prints and toxicology all benefit from LSS. For instance, the Louisiana State
Police crime laboratory has achieved backlog elimination, staggering efficiency gains and a closer,
more real-time support to its customers. Specifics on how two of the units, DNA and Drugs, accomplished this will be presented. The DNA section has achieved staggering 1,000% efficiency
gains in the two years since Lean Six Sigma was first introduced. The Drug unit eliminated a near
4000 case backlog without outsourcing, and currently has less than a 7 day average turnaround.
GASTRIC CONTENTS AND FOOD ANALYSIS
Bill Schneck - Washington State Patrol
The examination of gastric contents, vomit stains and food have probative value in both criminal
and civil investigations. The identification of vomit stains may prove or disprove a suspect or victim
alibi, support witness testimony, and help in crime scene reconstructions. Vomit traces may reveal
food particles that identify a specific food or meal leading investigators to a restaurant the victim
may have last dined. An unusual food ingredient or an abundance of one type of food may suggest
traits or food habits helpful to an investigation. Vomit may transfer from a victim to a suspect environment, i.e., clothing, dwelling or automobile. When stomach contents from a victim and foreign
samples from a suspect environment are characterized and compared, similarities in food ingredients may suggest a common origin linking the suspect to the victim. This workshop will cover the
characterization of food traces by lectures and lab exercises. Commonly encountered food traces
including spices, herbs, salt, sugar, starches, meat, vegetables, and fruits will be examined by light
microscopy. A variety of dried stains will be tested for the presence of gastric enzymes. Simulated
liquid gastric contents will be sieved and food products identified. The use of dichotomous plant cell
keys, reference collections, and staining methods will be studied.
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MICROSCOPY FOR THE NON-MICROSCOPIST
Dr. Susan Wilson - Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
Do you dread using a microscope? Do you get headaches after looking through the eyepieces for
only a minute? Does your neck ache after 10 minutes? Do you wonder why sometimes your image
looks fine and the next day it looks terrible? Did you bump a knob but you are not sure what that
knob does so you just left it alone? Or do you just want to get better images through the eyepieces
or a camera? If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, then this workshop is for you! We
will cover in a few short lectures image generation with stereo and compound microscopes, different contrast enhancement methods, and the use of a simple point and shoot camera. We will
spend the remainder of the time working with different types, makes, and models of microscopes to
observe differences in image quality. Students will be shown different compound microscopes and
determine what contrast enhancement techniques are available for that instrument. We will observe
what happens to an image when Kohler illumination is not set properly, how to change the depth of
focus of a sample for a photograph without changing the objective lens, and how to decrease the
light level without losing resolution. You may not fall in love with microscopes by the end of this
workshop, but you should feel more comfortable working with them.

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis on Clothing
Kris Kern and Mitch Nessan - Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
This four hour workshop will serve as an introduction to bloodstain pattern analysis applied
to the examination of clothing. Determining how stains were deposited will assist in sample selection for DNA testing. To maximize the amount of information acquired from bloodstained clothing, applying the clothing examination results with the context of the case,
may serve to reconstruct the person’s involvement, or lack thereof, in the events that transpired. Students will have the opportunity to examine bloodstained clothing for pattern
identification and reconstruct the wearer’s involvement.
COMPARISON OF PLANTAR FRICTION RIDGE IMPRESSIONS
Jon Stimac - Oregon State Police
Due to their infrequent submission into forensic laboratories, friction ridge impressions originating
from the foot/sole that have been recovered at the scene of a crime can challenge even the most
tenured comparison analyst. This eight-hour workshop is designed to provide the participant with
the biological fundamentals, legal admissibility scenarios and a tangible practical comparison experience with plantar friction ridge impressions. This workshop will not address classification. Attendees must bring their own magnifiers.
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COMPARISON OF PALM PRINT FRICTION RIDGE IMPRESSIONS
Jon Stimac - Oregon State Police
Picking up where the iconic RS&A palm print course leaves off, this 8-hour workshop will have the
participant utilizing several different practical exercises to increase their comparison proficiency
with latent palm print impressions. From tracing exercises, to association and comparative concentration exercises, this step-by-step course will eventually require the participant to compare intermediate-level latent palm print impressions to known standards. Attendees must bring their own
magnifiers.
EMERGING DESIGNER DRUGS
Dr. J. Graham Rankin - Professor (retired) Marshall University Forensic Science Program
Hallucinogenic products sold as “herbal incense” and “bath salts” have been the focus of news media and law enforcement in recent years. The composition of these products rapidly changes as
legislation is enacted to limit or control their sale and distribution. This creates challenges to forensic chemists and toxicologists who are called upon to analyze such materials. Participants will learn
about these analytical and legal challenges and research underway to find solutions using a variety
of instrumental techniques. Emphasis will be on 1) the analysis of such compounds as seized by
law enforcement and submitted for forensic analysis; 2) recommendations of the draft SWGDRUG
document on Analogs and NIST/DEA workshop on Emerging Drugs as to definition of “analog” and
testimony in court.
Latent Blood Detection Reagents
Trevor Allen - Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
This half-day workshop will include a classroom session on the latent blood detection reagents
Amido Black, Bluestar® Forensic, Leucocrystal Violet, Fluorescein, and Hemascein®, followed by
practical hands-on demonstrations. The lecture will consist of common recipe instructions, application techniques, and a background on the theory behind how each reagent works. The demonstrations will include visualizations on various substrates and photographic techniques.
Make Your Own Black Powder
Jeff Jagmin - Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
The morning of this workshop will introduce the participants to the historic perspective of black
powder; when was it first used and what were the materials used for making it. The participants will
be partnered together and will make a small batch of black powder. The powder will be grained
for firing in a black powder firearm. In the afternoon the students will then take their powders to a
range for firing.
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Post-Blast Investigation
Instructor: Howard Greer - Oregon State Police
This one-day workshop will include a brief classroom session on post-blast investigation and a trip
to the range for demonstrations of various types of explosives. The demonstrations will include the
detonation and disruption of pipe bombs and evidence collection. Samples of explosive residues
from some of the demonstrations and debris from the pipe bombs will be made available for the
class. Analysts will have the opportunity to take samples back to their labs and analyze them for
DNA, latent prints and explosives. Results of all analysis will be compiled and shared with all who
attended the class.
NATURAL FIBER IDENTIFICATION
Dr. Susan Wilson - Washington State Patrol
This one day workshop will familiarize students with the microscopical and microchemical identification of various types of natural fibers which may be encountered in criminal cases. The sources,
processing, and end-uses of animal, vegetable, and mineral fibers will be reviewed. Special emphasis will be given to vegetable fibers, with lectures on basic plant anatomy, plant cell wall structure, cellulose and lignin in the plant cell wall, regenerated celluloses, and correlations between botanical and textile industry fiber terms. This workshop covers the topics under chapters 8, 9, and 10
(natural fibers) of SWGMAT guidelines for Fiber training.
Introduction to Firearms Related Evidence for Non-Firearms Examiners
Kathleen Kittell - Oregon State Police Forensic Services Division
This half day workshop will provide participants with information on basic firearms safety and handling, identification of firearm types and parts, and what to be aware of when handling and/or examining firearms and related evidence. “Hybrid” case management will be discussed as multiple people (e.g. field scene examiners, latent print processors, biology screeners) may examine and process the same firearm evidence prior to the firearms examiner. It is important for each individual involved with firearms evidence to handle the evidence appropriately and to identify, collect and preserve potential evidence. Identifying areas to swab for potential DNA and specific latent print processing techniques will be discussed. Additional topics covered will include identification and documentation of firearms evidence at crime scenes. This basic firearms course is intended for laboratory analysts and field scene examiners who may be involved with handling and examining firearms
evidence.
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MAXIMIZING YOUR SUCCESS RATE WITH THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES FOR FORENSIC
ANALYSIS
Promega
Please join us for a half day of presentations and discussions on the latest advances in STR analysis and the forensics workflow, featuring presentations by leaders in the forensics community, and
updates on the most recent products and technologies from Promega. Topics to be presented include:
An Overview of PowerPlex® Fusion System
Troubleshooting Tips & Techniques
Mixture Interpretation & Statistics
Backlog Reduction Strategies
BONES WORKSHOP
Debbie Harris - San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department
This workshop will endeavor to teach basic bone identification including names and location of major skeletal elements, easy to recognize differences between human and nonhuman bones, easy to
recognize differences between male and female human remains, how to determine approximate
age of both the deceased and the remains. Includes hands-on opportunities with various human
and non-human bones
CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE OF Y-STR ANALYSIS
Dr. Jack Ballantyne - University of Central Florida
Y-STR analysis has become an important part of the DNA analyst’s toolbox particularly due to its
uses in sexual assault investigations and in familial DNA testing. This workshop will comprehensively survey the current state of the art in Y-STR testing including data interpretation and will also
provide participants with an indication of future trends in this area.
Biology and Forensic Uses
Y chromosome biology
Forensic Use of Y-STRs
Development and Validation of Y-STR Multiplexes
Extended Interval Post-Coital Samples
Improved Detection of Male DNA
Future Developments
Y-STR Match Statistics
Basic Y-STR statistics
Use of the National US YSTR Database
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Looking for Volunteers to
Establish an Awards Committee!

The NWAFS would like to recognize our Membership!
The Committee will consist of four members in good standing and
will be chaired by the Member-at-Large. The committee will set criteria for the selection of two members for recognition at the annual
meeting in Vancouver and at the Seattle AAFS meeting in February
2014.
The committee will establish the criteria for nomination and selection
of a senior member and a junior member from the current membership, who have made contributions to the forensic sciences and best
represent the NWAFS.

If interested, contact Devon Sommer at
devon.sommer@state.or.us by August 9th!
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CAPTION THIS!

The best caption submitted for this photo will win a
$25 gift card of your choice!

editor@nwafs.org
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CAPTION THIS WINNER!
Congratulations to our last newsletter‟s winner:

Odessa Wozniak
Oregon State Police
“Charlotte‟s coworkers were tired of hearing her babble on
about her upcoming wedding plans, so they told her to speak
into this „recording device‟ ”

Runner up goes to:

Karen Finney
Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory
“Luke, I am your mother…”
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FREE
REGISTRATION!
Got an interesting technical note, informative article
or research project?
Make a submission to the NWAFS newsletter, and you could win FREE
REGISTRATION to an upcoming NWAFS meeting!
The officers vote for the “Best Independent Newsletter Submission” once
per year and award a FREE REGISTRATION to the winner.

NWAFS REGISTRATION

FREE!

ADMIT ONE
FREE REGISTRATION
ONLY ONE WINNING AUTHOR PER SUBMISSION
EXPIRES 3 YEARS FROM AWARD

Help keep the NWAFS newsletter interesting and informative by
sending your submissions to:
Jeff Jagmin, NWAFS Editor
Jeff.Jagmin@wsp.wa.gov
2203 Airport Way South
Seattle, WA 98134
206.262.6109
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